INSURANCE

Increase policyholder
engagement, improve
security and enhance
employee experience
When sending policyholder communications,
the ability to safeguard Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) and to prove receipt by the
intended recipient are increasingly critical.
Quadient’s easy-to-use mailing software and
hardware help insurance companies simplify
and automate document preparation so you can
connect with customers using their preferred
delivery channel, ensure brand consistency, and
get mail and shipments out the door fast.

BACKED BY
THE EXPERTS

Gartner, Forrester,
and Aspire

EXPERIENCE

A rich history
of world-class
leadership

PROVEN RESULTS
97% customer
satisfaction rate

EXPERTISE

7 trillion personalized
experiences annually

Thousands of insurance companies trust Quadient
to streamline and secure document and mail
workflows across multiple delivery channels.

TYPICAL COMMUNICATIONS
•

Welcome and quote letters

•

Endorsements

•

Policies

•

Declarations

•

Invoices and renewal notices

•

Claim checks

•

Approval and denial letters

•

Suspension and cancellation notices

MANAGE PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL
MAIL ON A SINGLE PLATFORM
Put multi-channel communications on autopilot.
• Allow customers to choose how they want to receive
communications from you
• Automatically split document jobs by delivery channel
and route communications to physical mail or digital
delivery workflows
• Gain the ability to outsource any physical mail job on
demand – in just a few clicks


ENSURE AD-HOC MAIL ALWAYS
MEETS YOUR STANDARDS
What is ad-hoc mail?
Ad-hoc mail is typically generated on-demand by individual
employees following certain types of customer interactions.

The Quadient mailing system
has allowed us to get our
mail out faster. We don’t
need to take any more trips
to the post office, which
takes time away from our
business.”
—Julio Tirado, Business Professional,
Brown Insurance Services Inc.

• It’s a time-consuming, manual process that takes employees
away from core business objectives.
• Adherence to branding and regulatory guidelines is not
always followed, putting your business at risk.
Quadient’s intelligent document automation software provides
user-friendly digital workflows that allow you to control and
expedite ad-hoc mail, so your employees have more time to
focus on higher-value tasks.
• Employ an approval process that eliminates the risk of
branding inconsistencies or compliance errors
• Remove manual assembly of mail pieces from your
employee’s task list

Automate mail preparation to increase efficiency and save resources
Large, complex mailings often are not 100% automated,

Quadient’s extensive selection of mail equipment and

increasing the risk of human error.

software does it all.

Many organizations are looking for ways to spend less time
on mail preparation due to:
• Elevated costs
• Increased workloads
• Limited resources

• Fold, stuff, seal, weigh and meter mailings faster, with no
manual steps involved
• Securely automate variable-page mail jobs by printing
integrity barcodes on documents
• Access postal discounts

Send Certified Mail® faster, for less
Prepare Certified Mail® electronically in a fraction of the time with Quadient – no forms to handwrite, no labels or green
cards to affix to envelopes.
Replace green cards with USPS® Proof of Delivery e-Documents including digital signatures. All Certified Mail® activity is
stored in the cloud so you can quickly track deliveries and download signature documents. No paper receipts to organize
and store. It is as easy as it sounds!
Did you know:
• Certified letters are one of the most labor-intensive types of mail
• The cost of First-Class Mail® postage, plus the Certified Mail™ service fee and the Return Receipt® fee (‘green card’) is
13 times higher than a letter
• Physical return receipts must be filed manually for retrieval and are often misplaced
• Electronic Return Receipt® reduces the cost per letter by over $1.00

Send mail and shipments from anywhere
Empower remote employees to:
• Process and send digital mail
• Dispatch outbound documents to your corporate mail center for printing and mailing
• Prepare, review and approve outgoing ad hoc communications
• Quickly find the lowest shipping costs and fastest delivery methods from your
preferred carriers

“We use our Quadient system for client mailings and for everyday use.
The Quadient team keeps our postage machine running smoothly with
regular maintenance visits.”
—Shonna Punausuia, Receptionist, Administrative Assistant, J Smith Lanier

QUADIENT SOLUTION BENEFITS

“It has increased productivity with the
elimination of errors.”
—Tom Singleton, Distribution Professional,
Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America

•

Send physical or digital
communications to customers
based on their personal
preference

•

Adhere to company branding
guidelines

•

Ensure the right communication
arrives to the right recipient

•

Reduce compliance risk

•

Automate mail preparation

•

Improve employee satisfaction

•

Expedite mailings and shipments
– from anywhere

To learn more about how Quadient hardware and software will improve how you prepare and
send insurance communications, visit: www.quadient.com.

About Quadient®
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful customer experiences. By focusing on Intelligent
Communication Automation, Parcel Locker Solutions and Mail-Related Solutions, Quadient helps hundreds
of thousands of customers worldwide simplify the connection between people and what matters.
For more information about Quadient, visit quadient.com.
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